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Auction Policies1

#1 (1st print) is the 1st appearance of Invincible, Omni-Man and more. Only 10,800
copies of the first print were published). #11 (x2) is the origin of Omni-Man (5,610
published). #15 is the 1st appearance of the second Aquarus (8,612 published). #16
is the 1st appearance of Angstrom Levy (8,427 published). #17 has 9,055 copies
ordered by retailers. NM-/NM condition.

Invincible #1/11(x2)/15/16/17 Keys!2

First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner
Little and Princess Zanda. NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977) Jack Kirby!2a

Green Goblin and Spider-Man discover one another's identities. This issue was the
first artwork on The Amazing Spider-Man by John Romita. GD+ condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #39 (1966) Green Goblin3

Cards #1-11 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (6) PSA 8 cards, (4) PSA 7 cards and (1) PSA 5 card.

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #1-11 PSA Graded4

8 comics. Includes the Haunted Holidays One-Shot, House of Mystery #2,3,5,11 and
the Claypool Comics series, issues #4,5,7,8 (with photo covers). VF+ to NM overall.

Elvira Comic Book Lot5

This issue features the first cameo appearance of Venom and the first cover art by
Todd McFarlane on the Amazing Spider-Man title. NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #298 (1st McFarlane)/Venom6

3 figures from the early 1980s LJN series (Advanced Dungeons and Dragons).
Figures are in great shape in original bubble (no cards) and come with the accessories
pictured.

Dungeons and Dragons 1980s LJN Figure Lot7

#38 begins origin back-up stories featuring the X-Men and the creation of the team.
#104 is the 1st appearance of Corsair. #71, #77, and #84 are Fair to GD+/VG-, #104

X-Men #38/71/77/84/104/Origins Begin/1st Corsair8
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is VF, and #35 is VF/VF+.

New in package. Only opened for inspection. This comes with all inserts and all bag
parts are still sealed. Box has light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars POTF Millennium Falcon  (1995)9

24 packs. Factory sealed box.
Garbage Pail Kids 2003 Sealed Box10

#0 has the variant pink cover available to fans who sent in coupons from Harbinger
issues #1-#6. #1 is the 1st team appearance of the Renegades, Harbinger Resistance
Group and has the coupon intact. NM condition.

Harbinger #1 + #0 (Mail-Away) Valiant11

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot12

Both sets are complete with stickers still on card with blank albums. The Real
Ghostbusters (1986)/Diamond. 180 stickers with album and Willow (1989)/Panini
240 sticker set with album. Stickers appear overall excellent to NM. Some individual
card may be higher or lower grades. The albums are in nice shape.

Ghostbusters/Willow Complete Sticker Albums13

All 12 issues! All are newsstand editions. #8 is the origin of the black symbiote
costume that later bonds with Eddie Brock to become Venom. #1 is the 1st cameo
appearance of the Beyonder. #3 is the 1st appearance of Volcana and Titania. #7 is
the 1st full appearance of Spider-Woman, Julia Carpenter. #8 is VG/VG+, #7 is VG.
VG to VF range overall.

Marvel Super-Heroes Secret Wars #1-12 Set/Black Co14

About 50 die-cast vehicles. New in sealed packages. Most are 1:64 scale and from
the 1990s. You get all pictured.

Hot Wheels/Matchbox/Johnny Lightning Lot15

Lot includes 1940s era football players with celluloid heads, Raggedy Ann and Andy
(Knickerbocker), a Topsy Turvy Black and White doll (2 heads, one body), Camp
Mowana souvenir squirrels and Native American (Collegiate), a Japanese doll with
pipe cleaner poodle pet, a nun, Dopey from Disney's Snow White, a Western style
"plump" doll and a vintage musical dog from Ideal (plays Rock-A-Bye Baby).
Overall nice shape with some varied play/storage/age wear as pictured.

Vintage Stuffed Animal/Doll Lot16

A vintage cast iron Boston Terrier doorstop statue which measures about 10" tall
and 9" wide. Additionally, item weighs approximately 8 pounds. Figure is overall

Vintage Cast Iron Boston Terrier Doorstop Statue16b
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very good condition with no present cracks. However, there is some paint wear as
pictured and there are slight signs of paint touchups.  See photos for further details
and condition.

13 of the 14 issues. Only missing Web of Spider-Man #102. VF- to NM range.
Spider-Man Maximum Carnage Near Set17

1980s Transformers collectibles. Lot includes the complete 192 card set from the
1985 series, 23 of the 24 stickers (missing Skywarp) and issues #5,6,7,9, and 10 from
the 1980s Marvel Comics series. The cards and stickers are in overall Excellent
condition or better. Comics are NM-.

Transformers 1985 Card Set/Stickers/Comics Lot18

13 figures from the 1990s toy lines. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
G.I. Joe Sgt. Savage/Extreme Figure Lot19

Lot includes #425-428,430,489-491,496-499,501 and 503. #430 is the 1st
appearance of Carnage Cosmic, the Carnage symbiote bonds with Silver Surfer. #503
is the 1st appearance of Tess Black, the daughter of Loki. VF+/NM overall.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (14) #425-503/1st Carn20

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. Includes the Christmas train set! You get all
pictured.

Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot21

Short box of 1990s Image comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single
issues may grade higher or lower.

Image Comics Box Lot22

Lot includes #1 (5 copies), #2-5 (4 copies of each), 6-11 (3 copies of each) #11, 12,
Batman/Spawn, Spawn/Batman and the Spawn Batman promo poster. Overall VF to
NM, most are NM.

Spawn Lot of (40) Comics #1-12 + Promo/Batman+More23

This lot comes with Lady Jaye, Baroness and Cover Girl figures. The vehicles are in
nice shape and near complete. Also included are some catalogs and other inserts from
the original 1980s series.

1980s G.I. Joe Vehicle/Accessories/Figure Lot24

4 figures. Spider-Man, Lizard, Hobgoblin, and Dr. Octopus. New in sealed packages.
Spider-Man Animated Deluxe Edition Figure Lot25

25 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. VF to NM overall.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot26
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A full short box of DC Comics. Most are modern era. Includes #1 issues and more.
DC Comics Short Box Comic Lot27

This lot comes with the vehicles pictured. They are in overall nice shape and near
complete. Also included are some catalogs and other inserts from the original 1980s
series.

1980s G.I. Joe Vehicle/Accessories/Figure Lot28

Lot includes #400 (x2), 404,406-415 and 418. #400 is the "Death" of Aunt May and
comes with 2 different covers, #406 is the 1st full appearance of Lady Octopus. #410
is the 1st appearance of Spider-Carnage, Ben Reilly possessed by Carnage. NM
condition.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (14) #400-418/1st Spid29

All 66 photo cards from the 1964 series by Donruss and 20th Century Fox. The cards
will come in 9 pocket protective pages. Cards are in overall Excellent condition with
some single cards grading higher and some lower.

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea 1964 Card Set30

Premier and 2nd edition binders with binder cards, full card sets and more. You get
all pictured. NM/M condition.

Plasm #0 + 2nd Edition Binders + Cards sets30a

3 larger scale Epic Force figures on rotating bases. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Epic Force Lot Vader/Luke/Boba Fett31

14 comics. #1-3 from the Vampirella series feature Adam Hughes covers. NM
condition.

Vampirella #1-4 + Vengeance #1-8 + #10-1132

A vintage circa 1930s Walt Disney Pinocchio jointed wood doll produced by Ideal.
Item measures approximately 7.75" tall. Doll is in overall very good condition with
some paint wear. See photos for details and condition.

Vintage 1930s Disney Pinocchio Jointed Wood Doll I32b

Colonial Toy Circus by Allison Designs. Circa 1940s/50s. Extremely rare toy circus,
the "Colonial Toy Circus" by Allison Designs of Oak Park, Illinois. Wood figurines
with canvas tent and plastic flap. The overall tent dimensions are about 38x23x18"H.
We cannot confirm this set is complete, so you are getting everything pictured. Wear
is apparent, but for it's age it is in nice shape.

Antique Wooden Circus Playset/Colonial33

13 comics. Lot includes The Official Marvel Index to Spider-Man #1-9 set from
1985 and Giant-Size Spider-Man #2,3,5 and 6 from the Bronze Age series.
(Giant-Size Spider-Man #2 is the first meeting of Spider-Man and Shang-Chi. VF+

Spider-Man Bronze Age Comic Lot/Giants + More34
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to NM overall.

#1 is the 1st appearance of Arana and #2 is her 2nd appearance. NM condition.
Amazing Fantasy #1-6/1st Arana35

(2) different Ferrari 206 Dino Sport cars. New condition in packages. Package
condition as pictured.

Vintage Corgi Whizzwheels Lot of (2) Ferrari36

Included (with original boxes) is the Revell Cecil B. De Mille's Greatest Show on
Earth set and (2) Skippy the Circus Clown sets from Knickerbocker. One of the
Skippy sets appears complete, the other is missing a couple of pieces, but come with
an extra clown. The Revell set comes with all pictured. The boxes are complete, but
have varied condition wear.

Vintage Revell/Knickerbocker Circus Playsets37

24 comics. Includes the standard and deluxe covers for #388. #375 is the 1st
appearance of Ann Weying, Eddie Brock’s ex-wife who later becomes She-Venom
and comes with a gold holofoil cover. NM-/NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #375-377/379/381-39938

2 complete sets with an unopened pack and a wrapper from the 1966 series. 1985
FTCC 60 card set with unopened pack and 1989 FTCC 60 card set. Also included is
wrapper from the 1966 series by Fleer. The cards appear to be overall EX to EX/MT
condition. Some single cards stickers may grade higher or lower.

Three Stooges 1985/1989 Card Sets w/Pack39

2 figures from the Rudolph and the Island of Misfit Toys figure line. New in sealed
packages.

Abominable Snowman Figure (x2)/Rudolph40

#362 and #363 is the 2nd and 3rd full appearance of Carnage. #365 has a 5-page
preview of Spider-Man 2099 and a hologram cover. NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #362-370 + #374/41

Short box of 1990s Valiant comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single
issues may grade higher or lower.

Valiant Comic Box Lot42

Lot includes Star Trek the Motion Picture 1979 Topps card and sticker set
(88cards/22 stickers), Star Trek III card set (60 base cards and 20 ship subset), as
well as issues #1,5-8,10-13,16 and 18 from the Marvel Comics series. All cards and
stickers come in individual Card Saver protective sleeves. Cards and stickers appear
overall Excellent or better condition.

Star Trek Vintage Trading Card + Comic Lot43
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Lot includes #1-11,16-18,25,30 and 35-38. #1 is the 1st appearance and origin of
Spider-Man 2099. #35 is the 1st appearance of Kron Stone as Venom 2099. #28 is
the 1st cameo appearance of Goblin 2099. NM condition.

Spider-Man 2009 Group of (20) #1-3844

A huge collection of 1950s era circus toys. Includes train cars, figures, animals, and
much more. We cannot say the set is complete, but it is full of hard to find smaller
accessories. Overall nice shape with some varied playwear as pictured. Some of the
passengers are glued into their seats as pictured.

1950s Revell Circus Playset w/Train Cars + More45

12 figures from the 1990s toy line. New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.
X-Men/Related Action Figure Lot/Toy Biz46

#344 is the 1st appearance of Cletus Kasady, later becomes Carnage. #359 is the 1st
cameo appearance of Carnage.#337 is the 1st full team appearance of the Sinister Six
II. NM-/NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (10) #337-359 Key/Carn47

Lot includes the complete series 1 (A and B), the complete Giant-Size series and a
near complete set of the minis (only missing #20a,33a and 41b) and 12 packages of
the Stick-On Pictures by Imperial (full set with 1 dupes). Includes some duplicate
stickers. Overall condition ranges from Good to EX/NM. Some individual stickers
may be in better or lesser conditions. Please see pictures for details.

Garbage Pail Kids Series 1 Sets/Singles + More48

A vintage circa 1930s -1950s wind-up toy of a bear drinking milk. Toy measures
roughly 9". Tested and it does work. Bear can sit and stand. Overall, in nice shape
with moderate to heavy signs of display wear. See photos for details and condition.

Vintage 1930s/50s Bear Drinking Milk Wind-Up Toy48b

(2) sets of Vince and Larry with mail-in box from 1991. Made by Tyco. New
condition!

Crash Test Dummies Mail-Away Figures Lot49

Complete set of all 4 issues. First appearance of Azrael. NM-/NM condition.
Batman: Sword of Azrael #1-4/1st Azrael50

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)51

This lot includes all 62 cards from the 1973 Topps series 1 set, all 22 stickers from
the 1980 set and we are also throwing in 45 various monster cards from the 1992
Ackermonster's Classicards. The vintage cards and stickers appear to be overall

You'll Die Laughing 1973 Card Set + 1980 Sticker S52
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VG/EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards/stickers may grade higher or lower.

#34 is the resurrection of Thanos. #46 is the reintroduction of Adam Warlock,
Gamora and Pip the Troll in the Soul World, located inside the Soul Gem. #1 is the
premiere issue of volume 3. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Silver Surfer #1-3/15-19/34-36/45-56/58/70 Annual53

Lot includes #1(x2),2-4, an ashcan from Wizard and a signed copy of Marvel Age
#134 with Beavis and Butt-Head cover art. This was convention signed by Rick
Parker and Jim Hoston. This does not comes with a CoA, but is believed to be
genuine by Back to the Past. NM-/NM condition.

Beavis and Butt-Head Comic Lot54

This lot contains a number of toys, books and other collectibles from the 1980s and
early 90s. Highlights include a Luke Skywalker collector coin from the 1984 Power
of the Force figure series, (2) mail-away Disney PVC sets with Darkwing Duck and
friends, a Freddy Krueger Stick-up figure (new in package), California Raisins, an
empty card box for the first Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles movie, early TMNT
newsletters and much more. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape with varied
wear.

Vintage Toy/Collectibles Box Lot55

#2 is the 1st appearance of Morgan le Fay post Golden Age, as a disembodied spirit.
#5 is the 1st full appearance of Morgan le Fay since the Golden Age. Overall FN to
VF. #5 is GD+ with moisture damage. #11 is VG with a production crease.

Spider-Woman #2/5/11/12/17-19/46 1st Morgan le Fay56

5 die-cast vehicles. 4 Treasure hunt vehicles and a JC Whitney Baja Bug. 1:64 scale.
New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.

Hot Wheels Treasure Hunt/Exclusive Lot57

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot58

45 comics. Walt Disney's Autumn Adventures #2 is the 1st team appearance of the
Gummi Bears in U.S. comic books. FN to VF+ range.

Disney Vintage to Modern Comic Lot59

Cards #12-22 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (7) PSA 8 cards and (4) PSA 7 cards

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #12-22 PSA Graded60

15 copies of the treasury sized comic from 1974 that reprints Action Comics #1 (1st
appearance of Superman). FN to VF range.

Action Comics #1 Famous 1st Edition (x15)60a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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The first 3 years of the limited edition Santa Claus figurines. Made by Royal Orleans
for Coca-Cola. Figurines come with certificates of authenticity and are in excellent
condition.

Coca-Cola 1983-1985 Royal Orleans Figurines61

Lot includes
#16,30,31,37,38,41,42,45,46,47,52,54,58,62,69,70,73-78,100,109,,111,115,116,127
,129,130,132 and 140. #46 is the 1st appearance of a Nick Fury Life Model Decoy,
later renamed Max Fury. GD+/VG- to NM range. #16 is missing value stamp.

Defenders Group of (32) #16-14062

10 figures from the 1990s figure lines. New in sealed packages. Condition as
pictured.

Superman/Total Justice Action Figure Lot63

Set of 22 stickers. All are graded. This lot comes with an original wrapper (loose).
These cards grade between PSA 4 and 8. Please see pictures for grades.

Star Trek 1976 PSA Graded Sticker Set #1-2264

A vintage cast iron 3-mast ship doorstop. Item is very heavy. The doorstop measures
approximately 11" tall and 10.5" wide. Ship has its original paint, with some aging
and wear.  See photos for details and condition.

Vintage Cast Iron 3-Mast Ship Doorstop64b

First 5 issues of the Bronze Age series based on the 70s TV show. FN+ to VF
overall.

Battlestar Galactica #1-5 (1979) Marvel65

Cards #1-22. All are graded. These cards grade between PSA 8 down to PSA 4.
Please see pictures for grades.

Star Trek 1976 Topps PSA Graded Cards #1-2266

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)67

51 comics. Includes #0(x2),1(x2),2,3,4, 4 promos and 40 #0 comics from DC. You
get all pictured. NM-/NM condition.

DC: Zero Hour Mega Lot68

Lot includes the 1991 Addams Family Cards/Sticker set (99 cards/11 stickers) by
Topps and the 69 card Alf set by O-Pee-Chee from 1987 with wrapper.  The vintage
cards and stickers appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single
cards/stickers may grade higher or lower.

Addams Family/Alf Card/Stickers Sets69

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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This vintage playset comes with the castle, figures and accessories as pictured.
Moderate playwear.

Vintage Fisher Price Little People Family Castle70

25 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. GD+/VG- to VF+ range.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot71

New in packages. Unbuilt. You get all pictured. Package condition as pictured.
Star Trek Model Kit Box Lot72

Short box of indie/small press comics. Most are from the 1990s. Various titles and
publishers. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues may grade higher or lower.

Indie Comic Box Lot73

All 5 issues! First solo series featuring the Punisher. #2 is a newsstand edition. Also
includes #3-4 of the ongoing series. Overall VF- to VF, #2 is VG+ with moisture
damage.

Punisher #1-5 (Set) 1986/Marvel/Key! + Extra74

#270 is the 1st appearance of Blackheart, son of Mephisto. NM-/NM condition.
Daredevil #259-280/1st Blackheart75

This lot comes with all of the figures and accessories pictured. The amusement park
features the hard to find playmat. Overall good shape with some playwear as
pictured.

Vintage Fisher Price Amusement Park/Playground76

Lot includes #46,50 and 51 come with both standard and enhanced covers. #51 is the
issue in which the identity of Ben Reilly is revealed. Overall VF to NM, most are
NM.

Spider-Man #1-36/38-55/58-63/McFarlane77

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. You get all pictured.
Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot78

Luke's T-16 Skyhopper, Jabba and Han, Final Duel multi-pack and electronic blaster
rifle. New in sealed packages. Blaster still works. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Figures/Vehicle/Blaster Lot79

11 comics. Includes (2) copies of Static #1 (sill sealed in polybags, 1st appearance of
Static Shock, the first black superhero to star in his own cartoon series), Hardware
#1 (1st appearance, polybag was opened), #!7,29, Blood Syndicate #1 (x2, both are
sealed in polybags, 1st team appearance), World's Collide #1 (still sealed),  and
Xombi #0 (x2, 1st appearance of Xombi) . NM-/NM condition overall.

DC/Milestone Comic Lot with Static #1 (x2) + More80

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A vintage circa 1940s folk art wood figurine set of Pete the Flute Player and Lem the
Accordion Player. Figures are roughly 4.5" tall. There is some wear in the wood and
paint. One of the figurines has been glued. See photos for details and condition.

Vintage Folk Art Wood Figurine Set Pete Flute Play80b

Cards #23-44. All are graded. These cards grade between PSA 9 down to PSA 5.
Please see pictures for grades.

Star Trek 1976 Topps PSA Graded Cards #23-4481

This lot contains mostly vintage toys including plushes, a music TV box from Fisher
price, stained glass window art and more. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Winnie the Pooh Toys/Collectibles Lot82

27 comics. Lot includes Spider-Man Unlimited (Fox TV cartoon)
#1/2,1-4,Spider-Man Unlimited #1-3, Walmart exclusive Spider-Man movie
adaptation comic (x4), Hobgoblin Lives #1-3, Green Goblin #1-4, Spider-Man vs.
Dracula #1, Spider-Man/Badrock #1A + #1B, Spider-Man/Punisher Family Plot
#1-2, Backlash/Spider-Man #1-2 and Spider-Man/Punisher/Sabretooth Designer
Genes (prestige format). NM condition.

Spider-Man and Related Comic Book Lot83

New in sealed packages. You get all pictured. Package condition as pictured.
Star Wars Micro Machines Playset/Figures Lot84

This lot contains complete sets of series 2,3, (2) sets of series 4 and dupes for these 3
series. Overall condition ranges from Good to EX/NM. Some individual stickers may
be in better or lesser conditions. Please see pictures for details.

Garbage Pail Kids Series 2/3/4 Sets + Extras85

#333 is the 1st appearance of John Walker as the fourth Captain America, formerly
Super-Patriot. Steve Rogers resigns as Captain America in issue #332. This issue
features a classic Mike Zeck cover. VG+ to VF range.

Captain America #324/327/332(x2)/333 1st John Walk86

Cards #45-66. All are graded. These cards grade between PSA 9 down to PSA 2.
Please see pictures for grades.

Star Trek 1976 Topps PSA Graded Cards #45-6687

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)88

#341 is the 1st appearance of Lemar Hoskins as Battlestar. #352 is the 1st team
appearance of the Supreme Soviets: Perun, Sputnik, Crimson Dynamo, and Red

Captain America #341/342/346/344/351/352/35389

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Guardian, Josef Petkus. Overall VF- to VF, #342 is FN- due to some moisture
damage.

A full short box of DC Comics. Most are modern era. Includes #1 issues and more.
DC Comics Short Box Comic Lot90

45 comics from 9 different titles that feature color reprints of 1950s era horror
stories by EC. VG to FN+ range.

1970s EC Horror Comic Book Lot of (46)90a

Cards #67-88. All are graded. These cards grade between PSA 8 down to PSA 4.
Please see pictures for grades.

Star Trek 1976 Topps PSA Graded Cards #67-8891

14 comics. Includes Simpsons Comics #1-3,Simpsons Comics and Stories #1 (x3, 1
is still sealed in original polybag), Itchy and Scratchy #1 (x2), #2 (x2), Bartman #2,
Radioactive Man #1 and Radioactive Man #88 (x2). NM condition.

Simpsons Comic Book Lot/Early Bongo92

6 vintage circus playsets. One of the boxes is advertised as Benda-Toy Circus, while
the others just say Circus on the box. Each comes with wooden figures and
accessories. We cannot say for certain if the sets are complete. There is wear and
some amateur restoration to some of the pieces and the boxes all have heavy shelf
wear.

1940s Wooden Circus Playsets Lot of (6)93

This lot includes the Topps cards/sticker set (88 cards/21 stickers), the 1986 mini
card set (100 cards) and a wrapper from the Topps set. The vintage cards and
stickers appear to be overall VG/EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards stickers
may grade higher or lower.

Masters of the Universe Stickers/Cards Sets94

24 comics. Includes
#363,365,368,369,375,376,387,398-400,402-407,413,416,418,420,423-425 and
435. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Captain America Group of (24) #363-43595

Includes the 1st Tigershark! Includes #2,3,5,7,10,12,13,14,16,17,18,19 and 40. #2 is
the 1st crossover by the Inhumans. #5 is the 1st appearance and origin of Tiger
Shark. Filler to VG+ range.

Sub-Mariner Group of (13) #2-40 Marvel 196896

A vintage cast iron dragster which measures approximately 6.5" long. Car is
operational. Item is in overall nice shape, however, there is some visible paint wear
and signs of aging. See photos for details and condition.

Vintage Cast Iron Dragster Race Car Vehicle96b
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Lot includes the full set of 1979 Alien cards (84 cards/22 stickers), the James Bond
Moonraker 22 sticker set and Close Encounters Wonder Bread Cards (includes
#1-19 and 21-24 from the set with an extra #12). The vintage cards and stickers
appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards/stickers may grade
higher or lower. All of the stickers and cards (except for the Close Encounters) are
stored in individual Card Saver protective sleeves.

1970s Movie Card Sets Lot Alien/Moonraker+More97

#1 is the 1st appearance of Puck, Marrina, Tundra, and the first cameo appearances
of Wild Child and Gamma Flight. #51 is the first full issue with interior artwork by
Jim Lee at Marvel Comics. In issue #106, Northstar reveals that he is gay. NM-/NM
overall.

Alpha Flight #1/10/17/50/51(x2)/52/53/58/106+Annua98

314,318,321,323,324,325,332,333,336 and 337. Issue #s 314,318321,323,324 and
325 have cover art by Todd McFarlane. #332 is the first time Venom is depicted with
a long tongue and drool, a significant addition to Venom's design, added by Erik
Larsen. #337 is the 1st full team appearance of the Sinister Six II. NM-/NM overall.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (10) #314-337 McFarlan99

9 figures in 6 packages. 1990s era. New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.
Batman/Related Action Figure Lot100

16 comics. Includes the LOTDK Long Halloween special #1, Batman/Punisher: Lake
of Fire (x4), Punisher/Batman: Deadly Knights (x2), Mask of the Phantasm
adaptation (digest sized), Batman/Grendel Ashcan (x2), Batman/Grendel: Devil's
Riddle (x2), Devil's Masque, Batman/Houdini: The Devil's Workshop, Seduction of
the Gun, and Goth #1. NM condition.

Batman Specials/Prestige Formats + More Lot101

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot102

15 glasses. Lot includes vintage glasses from Star Wars, McDonald's, Flintstones and
C and O railroad. Overall nice shape. You get all pictured.

Vintage Advertising/Character Glassware Lot103

All issues have Todd McFarlane covers. Lot includes a copy of Marvel Age #90
(McFarlane cover). #306 was inspired by Action Comics #1 (1938). #307 is the
origin of Chameleon. #312 is a battle of Green Goblin vs Hobgoblin. NM-/NM
condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #302/304-309/312/313 McFarlane104

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Cards #23-33 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (2) PSA 8 cards, (8) PSA 7 cards and (1) PSA 6 card.

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #23-33 PSA Graded105

Short box of 1990s Image comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single
issues may grade higher or lower.

Image Comics Box Lot106

11 comics. Includes #2,30,54,55,56,66,68,86,136 and Special Missions #1-2. #2 is a
2nd printing. #55 is the Origin of Cobra Commander, reveals he was once a used car
salesman. #136 has cover art featuring Scarlet and Cobra Commander. VF+ to NM
overall.

G.I. Joe 1980s Comic Book Lot107

This vintage die-cast vehicle comes in the original package. Car is in nice shape with
little wear. The box is complete, but has moderate shelf wear.

Vintage Corgi Toys Ford Mustang Fastback 2+2108

All 66 photo cards from the 1965 series by Fleer. This comes with one of the original
wax pack wrappers. The vintage cards appear to be overall VG/EX to EX/MT
condition. Some single cards may grade higher or lower.

McHale's Navy 1965 Fleer Card Set + Wrapper109

14 comics. Includes #226,331,332, #377 (x2),379,400,417,418,420,444,445,446 and
the Incredible Hulk and Wolverine 1985 Special Edition.  #331 is the 1st appearance
of the intelligent Grey Hulk. In issue #332 Samuel Stearns becomes the Leader again
but his head is further mutated with the appearance of a brain. #417 is the 1st
appearance of Talos the Untamed. The Hulk/Wolverine special edition reprints Hulk
#180 and #181. NM-/NM overall.

Hulk Comic Lot/1st Intelligent/Professor Hulk/Talo110

All 44 cards. Six different uncut sheets make up the set. Four sheets have six cards
apiece and two sheets have ten cards apiece. Cards appear overall Good to VG/EX.

1966 Topps Batman Red Bat Series Complete Set111

New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.
Star Wars Model Kit Lot112

A vintage circa 1960s Mad Russian Drummer wind-up tin type toy produced by
Marx with the original box. Measures roughly 6.5" tall. This has been tested and does
work. Toy is in overall in nicer condition however does exhibit signs of moderate
wear. Box and toy has normal aging wear. The clothing has some slight fraying.   See
photos for details and condition.

Vintage 1960s Marx Mad Russian Drummer Tin Wind-Up112b

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Harder to find DC Romance comic from 1977. This series ended at #126. You get
#124 and #125.  #124 has prison cover art by Dick Giordano and Gaspar Saladino.
#125 features cover art by Walt Simonson. NM-/NM overall.

Young Love #124 + #125 (DC Romance) Hard to Find!113

These figures and accessories were made by Reeve and Mitchell Co. out of
Philadelphia. They are circa 1910s/20s. This is a huge lot with lots of pieces. We
cannot confirm that there is a complete set. The pieces have varying degrees of
play/storage wear including some amateur restoration attempts. Overall for their age
they are in nice shape and are perfect for an amazing display!

Antique Pull-Apart Circus Playsets Lot/1910s-114

4 figures from the early 1980s LJN series (Advanced Dungeons and Dragons).
Figures are in overall great shape. 2 of them come in original bubbles (no cards).
These come with the accessories pictured. The Peralay figure has some paint wear as
pictured.

Dungeons and Dragons 1980s LJN Figure Lot115

30 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. Most VF+/NM, a few as low as GD+ to VG-.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot116

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)117

This lot contains the following: Series 5 complete set, series 6 complete set with 2
empty pack boxes and 2 posters, series 7 set with empty pack box and empty
wrappers, series 8 set, series 9 set and series 10 set with empty pack box. Overall
condition ranges from Good to EX/NM. Some individual stickers may be in better or
lesser conditions. Please see pictures for details.

Garbage Pail Kids Series 5/6/7/8/9/10 Sets + Extra118

#80 is the 1st appearance of Tomazooma the Living Totem. In issue #81, Crystal, the
Inhuman joins the Fantastic Four. Overall VG to FN-, #42 is GD/GD+.

Fantastic Four #42/80/81/93119

#97 is the 1st cover appearance of Franklin Richards as a baby. #102 is the final
continuous Stan Lee and Jack Kirby collaboration on the Fantastic Four title. #103 is
the 2nd appearance of Agatha Harkness. VG to FN range.

Fantastic Four #87/93/97/101/102/103120

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Simon Savage and the Leatherneck Raiders. #1 is
a controversial issue as a Japanese soldier commits suicide. VG-/VG overall.

Captain Savage #1-7 Marvel Silver Age120a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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This lot includes all 132 cards and 44 stickers cards from the 1984 Fleer set. The
vintage cards and stickers appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single
cards stickers may grade higher or lower.

Dune (1984) Card/Sticker Complete Set/Fleer121

#103 is the 2nd appearance of Agatha Harkness. #120 is the 1st appearance of
Air-Walker, replaced the Silver Surfer to serve as herald to Galactus. VG- to VG+
range. #120 has no staples due to a printing error.

Fantastic Four #103/114/120/127 1st Air-Walker122

Short box of 1990s Valiant comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single
issues may grade higher or lower.

Valiant Comic Box Lot123

(4) 10 inch scale figures from the 1990s Toy Biz lines. New in sealed packages.
Package condition as pictured.

Spider-Man/X-Men Deluxe Figure Lot124

#1 is the premiere issue of Witchblade's first solo series and the 2nd appearance of
Witchblade. #10 is the 1st appearance of Jackie Estacado, later becomes the
Darkness. NM condition.

Witchblade #1-11/Image/1st Darkness125

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. You get all pictured.
Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot126

Cards #1-33 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade ranges
for the cards are 8.5 down to 6 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #1-33127

Lot includes #155, 163,170,171(x2),174,175,177(x3),179(x2),197 and #198(x2).
#155 is the partial origin of Silver Surfer and Shalla-Bal. #171 is the 1st appearance
of Gorr the Golden Gorilla. #175 is a battle of Galactus vs the High Evolutionary.
#177 is the 1st appearance of Texas Twister and Captain Ultra. VG- to VG+ range.

Fantastic Four Group of (15) #155-198128

A vintage Knittin' Kitten wind-up toy produced in Japan with original box. Measures
roughly 6" tall. This has been tested and does work. Item is in nicer condition but the
box and toy does show signs of normal aging wear. See photos for details and
condition.

Vintage Knittin' Kitten Wind-Up Toy w/ Original Bo128b

Chevrolet Astro 1 Experimental car and a green Ford GT 70. New condition in
packages. Package condition as pictured.

Vintage Corgi Whizzwheels Lot of (2) Ferrari129

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot includes #201,225,,226,231(x2),234(x2),235,240,244,245,247,248 and 252.
#244 is the 1st appearance of Frankie Raye as the second Nova, becomes a Herald of
Galactus. #245 is the 1st appearance of Avatar, Franklin Richards as an adult. #247
is the 1st appearance of Kristoff Vernard, the adopted son of Doctor Doom and heir
to Latveria. #252 has a horizontal format on cover and throughout entire story. The
tattoos are still intact. FN to NM range.

Fantastic Four Group of (14) #201-252/1st Frankie130

17 comics. #258 has cover art by John Byrne featuring Doctor Doom. She-Hulk
joins the Fantastic Four in issue #265. #272 and #273 are the 1st cameo and full
appearance of Nathaniel Richards. #273 is the origin of Kang Prime. VF to NM
overall, a couple may grade as low as FN.

Fantastic Four #255/258-273/1st Nathaniel Richards131

18 catalogs from various stores. Highlights include pictures of the vintage Star Wars
figures, video game systems, and more. Catalogs have varied storage wear as
pictured.

1970s-90s Christmas Catalogs Lot132

Cards #34-66 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 6 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #34-66133

18 comic books and 1 trade paperback. Rai #0 is the 1st full appearance and origin of
Bloodshot and the 1st appearance and origin of the second Rai. #1-4 are considered
scarce. #2 is the 1st appearance of Icespike. NM condition.

Rai #0 + #1-16 + Companion #1 + TPB w/Keys Valiant134

Includes 2 unbuilt model kits, a Micro Machines die-cast vehicle set and a Playmates
playset. New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.

Star Trek Model Kit/Die-Cast/Playset Lot135

Character plushes and premiums. Many are company mascots/characters. Includes a
Northern Tissue girl plus, astronaut (chase bag co.), Farfel (Nestle), the Vlasic
Pickles stork, Little Sprout (Green Giant), (2) large and 1 small Coca-Cola bears, a
Sherlock Holmes style plush dog made by Commonwealth in 1984, 2 Dakin Elegante
large plushes (Peter Rabbit and Kangaroo with Joey) and a Watford-Herts plush
polar bear in sweater. The plushes are in excellent condition and some are still sealed
in their original bags.

Advertising/Character Plush Lot Vintage to Modern136

Lot includes #1 (sealed with Stimpy air fouler),2,,4-19,Marvel Age #121 (Ren and
Stimpy cover), Powdered Toast Man #1, (2) trade paperbacks and a 5 comic sealed

Ren and Stimpy Comic/TPB + More Lot137

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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lot. It contains an issue of Ren and Stimpy #1, Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure #1
and Pirates of the Dark Water #4,5, and 6. NM-/NM overall.

Cards #34-44 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (1) PSA 9 card, (3) PSA 8 cards, (3) PSA 7 cards, (3) PSA 6 cards and
(1) PSA 5 card.

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #34-44 PSA Graded138

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot139

Lot contains
#1-1724,26,2930,38,44,47-49,51,5-57,60-63,66,67,69,77,9598,100,104,106,107,11
3,117,119,121,126,128 and 129. #1 is the first issue of the third ongoing Spider-Man
series with a painted cover by Charles Vess. #119 is the 1st appearance of Kaine, a
clone of Peter Parker. #1 is FN+. Overall in the VG- to NM range, most are
VF+/NM-.

Web of Spider-Man Group of (35) #1-129140

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You141

120 sticker set. This does not come with the album. The vintage stickers appear to be
overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single stickers may grade higher or lower.

Wacky Packages 1982 Sticker Set Complete!142

#1 is the first issue of the second ongoing Spider-Man series. #4 and 5 are the first
cameo and full appearance of Hitman. Overall NM-/NM. #30 is FN, #4 is VG+.

Spectacular Spider-Man #1/4/5/21/30 (1976) 1st Hit143

All 18 cards. All are graded. Grades range from SGC 9 down to 4. Please see
pictures for individual grades.

Star Wars 1978 Big G Cereal SGC Graded Card Set144

A vintage Happy Doggie wind-up tin toy with original box, produced in Japan.
Measures approximately 5" long. This has been tested and does work. Overall, item
is in nicer condition, however, the box shows wear and a torn corner. See photos for
details and condition.

Vintage Happy Doggie Wind-Up Tin Toy w/ Original B144b

Marvel Super-Heroes Projector figures, Web of Steel Spider-Man die-cast
mini-figures and a Power Rangers Micro Machines set. New in sealed packages.
Package condition as pictured.

Marvel Action Figure/Die-Cast Figures Lot145

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot includes #64,82, and 102-115. #64 is the 1st appearance and origin of Cloak and
Dagger. #82 is the first battle of the Punisher versus Kingpin. #107 is the 1st
appearance of Sin-Eater. Overall FN to VF+, a couple grade as low as VG/VG+.

Spectacular Spider-Man #64/82/102-115 1st Cloak &146

Catalogs, mini-comics, instruction booklets and more. Includes, Lego, Mego,
Playmobil, Sectaurs, Care Bears, Smurfs, Captain Planet and a lot more! You get all
pictured!

1970s to 1990s Toy Catalogs/Mini-Comics + More147

Lot includes Tom and Jerry and Winnie the Pooh jam/jelly/juice glasses. You get all
pictured. Overall nice shape.

Tom and Jerry/Winnie the Pooh Welch's Glasses148

Lot includes #116-124,130-132,134-140,145,147-149,161,163,164,166,167,170,176
and 177. #116 is the 1st full appearance of the Foreigner. #131 and #132 are parts 3
and 6 of Kraven's Last Hunt. #176 is the 1st appearance of Corona, a villain whose
creation resulted in the SoHo flu being released in New York City. Overall VF to
NM, with a couple grading as low as VG.

Spectacular Spider-Man Group of (31) #116-177149

Figures and vehicles lot. New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.
Star Wars Micro Machines Action Fleet Lot150

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr., Mary Marvel, and
Doctor Sivana since the Golden Age. #2 is the introduction of Mr. Mind and Mr.
Tawky Tawny to DC Comics. #8 is a reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the
first appearance of Black Adam. VG- to FN- range.

Shazam #1/2/4-11 (1973) w/Keys!150a

This lot includes all 82 cards and 11 stickers cards from the 1984 Topps set as well
as 14 of the 16 stickers from Kellogg's. The vintage cards and stickers appear to be
overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards/stickers may grade higher or
lower.

Gremlins 1984 Topps Card/Sticker Set + More151

26 comics. Highlights include the 1988 Batgirl Special, Lobo #1-4 (set,1990), The
Huntress #1,2 (1989) and more. You get all pictured. Overall FN to NM, Flash #247
is VG.

DC Bronze to Copper Age Comic Lot w/Keys152

Series 1-3 complete. 352 card set with 88 stickers! Cards and stickers are in overall
Excellent condition with some being higher grade and some lower. The cards come
in 9 card protective sleeves in a 3-ring binder.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back Card/Stickers Set153

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A full short box of DC Comics. Most are modern era. Includes #1 issues and more.
DC Comics Short Box Comic Lot154

Lot includes
#178-184,186,189,190,195,200-203,207,209,210,212-214,216,217,223-225,227,22
8,231,233-256 and 259. #178 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Ashley Kafka, founder and
director of the Ravencroft Institute, later cloned and becomes Queen Goblin. #200 is
the death of Green Goblin, Harry Osborn. .#243 and 244 are the 1st cameo and full
appearance of Alexei Kravinoff, the son of Kraven. #178 & #244 are NM0, #243 is a
Filler copy with loose cover, and the rest are overall VF+ to NM.

Spectacular Spider-Man Group of (54) #178-259/1st155

The Voyager, Enterprise and Klingon Attack Cruiser have all been opened, but
appear complete and in excellent condition. The boxes do not come with original
cardboard inserts. They have been battery tested and work great. The Borg Ship was
opened only for inspection.

Star Trek Vehicles Lot/Playmates156

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. You get all pictured.
Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot157

Includes 2 copies of #1. This is the first solo-titled Venom series. #1 has a red
holofoil cover. Includes several first appearances by Venom related symbiotes. NM
condition.

Venom: Lethal Protector #1-6 Set158

The lot contains the following: Series 11-14 sets with empty pack boxes and some
wrappers, the series 15 set with empty packs as well as hundreds of doubles from
various series. Overall condition ranges from Good to EX/NM. Some individual
stickers may be in better or lesser conditions. Please see pictures for details.

Garbage Pail Kids Series 11/12/13/14/15 Sets + Ext159

12 figures from the 1990s toy line. New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.
X-Men/Related Action Figure Lot/Toy Biz160

A Disney Beauty & The Beasty toy tea set with original box. Briefly displayed but in
overall great condition with light wear on the box. See photos for details and
condition.

Disney Beauty & The Beast Toy China Tea Set160b

Lot includes #207,208,228,237,238,242,269,270280,296300,301 and 302. #208 is
the 1st appearance of Mercurio the 4-D Man. #228 is the origin of Ego the Living
Planet. #300 is the origin of Thor and Odin. #301 is the introduction of Ta-Lo, the
Great Canopy Heaven, a God Realm. #207 is FN+, #228 is VG-, #301 is VF, and the

Thor Group of (13) #207-302161

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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rest are VG- to VF-.

44 comics and magazines. Most are from the 1980s. Highlights include Flintstones
#11 (1963, 1st appearance of Pebbles), The Black Knight #1-3 (1990, first solo
series featuring Black Knight, Dane Whitman) Chip 'N' Dale: Rescue Rangers #1
(premiere issue of the comic series based on the animated TV show), Transformers
Collected Comics, Robocop, Dino Riders #1-3, Police Academy #1-2 and more!

Silver to Modern Age Comics and More Lot162

This lot includes all 88 cards and 11 stickers cards from the 1984 Topps set. The
vintage cards and stickers appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single
cards/stickers may grade higher or lower.

Gremlins 1990 Topps Card/Sticker Set163

Solar #1 is the 1st appearance of Solar. #10 is the 1st appearance and origin of the
Eternal Warrior (1st print). Eternal Warrior #4 is the 1st cameo appearance of
Bloodshot. NM-/NM condition.

Solar #1 + #8-28 + Eternal Warrior #1-19 w/Keys/Va164

This lot includes a set of 6 Circus Spool-Toys (1932) from J. & P. Coats and Clark's
O.N.T. Thread and the Spool Zoo set with original envelope and letter (circa 1930s).
Excellent condition for their age.

Circus + Animals Antique Cardboard Punch-Outs165

Lot includes a full box of the Batman 1989 movie unopened wax packs. 2 Batman
Shadow of the Bat promotional kits (complete) and a Robin II Deluxe Collector's Set
gift certificate in original envelope.

Batman Cards/Promos + Related Lot166

Lot includes #75-87,89-99,100(standard and hologram
cover)101-113,115,117-122,125,131-133 and 142. #131 is the recalled issue with a
racial slur printed on the 5th page. In issue #75, Wolverine's claws are revealed to be
made of bone after Magneto removed the adamantium from his body in X-Men #25
(hologram cover). #80 is a controversial 1st cameo appearance of X-23, written on
the label of a test tube. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Wolverine Group of (51) #75-142 w/Recalled Issue167

6 graded cards. Includes card #161 (Stan Lee). Grades are as follows. Card #161
(Stan Lee) PSA 9, MH1 PSA 7, MH2 PSA6,MH3 PSA8,MH4 PSA7 and MH5
PSA7.

Marvel Universe PSA Graded Holograms + More!168

Short box of indie/small press comics. Most are from the 1990s. Various titles and
publishers. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues may grade higher or lower.

Indie Comic Box Lot169
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Includes (from the 1984 series), #1-3,13,14,17-20,24-26,33,35-44, Annuals #1-2,
Who's Who #1-2, Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home movie adaptation, #50 and 54
from the 2nd series, the Spring Special #1 from 1994, The Modela Imperative ! And
from The Next Generation, #50, Annual #1 and Special #1. FN+ to NM range.

Star Trek (DC) Lot of (35) Comics170

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)171

Lot includes the Star Wars Galaxy 1993 full card set (140 cards + 6 chase cards),
New Hope Metallic Images Series 1 card set in tin, as well as Star Wars figures, a
calendar and various Star Wars and Disney fast food premiums. You get all pictured.
The cards in the Star Wars Galaxy card set appear overall Excellent or better. Some
individual cards may be higher, some lower. The metallic cards are new in collector's
tin.

Star Wars Disney Cards/Toys/More Lot172

Lot includes #5,6,13,17,20,22,and 26-74. #27 has an iconic cover art by Jim Lee.
#50 has the famous die-cut claws cover. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Wolverine Group of (49) #5-74/Jim Lee Key Cover173

Lot includes 16 Ringling Bros. Circus Toy punch-outs (w/Emmett Kelly) (cards
#1-15 with an extra #10), (6) Sealtest ice cream paper figures, and a McCormick
Extracts circus cardboard punch-out set. Overall nice shape with some varied wear
as pictured.

Vintage Circus Cardboard Cut-Outs + More174

6 die-cast vehicles. 4 Treasure hunt vehicles and a JC Whitney Baja Bug. 1:64 scale.
New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.

Hot Wheels Treasure Hunt/Exclusive Lot175

#272 and #273 are the 1st cameo and full  appearance of Nathaniel Richards. #273 is
the origin of Kang Prime. #286 is the return of Jean Grey. FN+ to NM overall.

Fantastic Four #272-295/297-300 1st Nathaniel Rich176

John Lennon and Groucho Marx Stamps single sheet. Issue #5077. Includes COA.
Sheet is in excellent condition. See photos for details and condition.

John Lennon and Groucho Marx Stamp Sheet Issue #50176b

30 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. VG to NM- range.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot177
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This lot includes the 128 Collector's sticker set and the 64 Trouble sticker set from
1983 (Fleer). The vintage stickers appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition.
Some single stickers  may grade higher or lower.

MAD Magazine 1983 Stickers Set178

Lot includes #301-319,320(x2),321,325,330,337,344,347(1st and 2nd
print),348,350,351,352,355,365,367,371(1st and 2nd
prints),374,375,381,382,386,387,and 389-392. #320 has cover art featuring Doctor
Doom and the Hulk versus the Thing. #352 is the 2nd cameo appearance of Time
Variance Authority management. #353 is the 1st full appearance of Mobius M.
Mobius. Annual #27 is the 1st appearance of Mister Tesseract, Mister Alternity,
Justice Might, Justice Truth, Justice Liberty. VF+ to NM overall.

Fantastic Four Group of (49)#301-392+Ann. 27/Key T179

Cards #44-55 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (1) PSA 9 card, (2) PSA 8 cards, and (8) PSA 7 cards.

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #45-55 PSA Graded180

6 silver age issues. #90 is the 1st appearance and origin of Abomination, Emil
Blonsky, one of the Hulk's arch-rivals. GD+ to VG with brittle pages and foxing
throughout.

Tales to Astonish #90/92/94/95/96/97 Key180a

This vintage die-cast vehicle comes in the original package. Car is in nice shape with
little wear. The box is complete and in nice shape.

Vintage Corgi Mercedes-Benz 220 SE Coupe181

22 comics and 1 trade. Lot includes #0,#1(x2),6-10,12-23,Wizard #1/2,#15 pink
logo with no price, Database #1 and the retribution trade paperback. #1 is the 1st
appearance of X-O Manowar. NM condition.

X-O Manowar #1(x2)+6-10/12-23 + More/Valiant 1st X182

All 44 cards! Cards range from PSA 8 down to PSA 5. Please see pictures for
individual card grades.

Green Hornet 1966 PSA Graded Card Set!183

14 glasses and a mug. Lot includes vintage glasses from Star Wars, McDonald's,
Alvin and the Chipmunks, 9-Lives, the Esso Tiger mug and more. Overall nice shape.
You get all pictured.

Vintage Advertising/Character Glassware/Mug Lot184

The #1 issue from 1982 is the first issue in the limited series and the first solo
Wolverine title. This issue is also the first cameo appearance of Yukio. #2 from the
first ongoing series from 1988 features the debut of the Muramasa Blade. #4 is the

Wolverine #1 (1982) + #2-6 (1988)185
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1st appearance of Bloodscream aka Bloodsport and Roughhouse. NM-/NM
condition.

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot186

Lot includes #275-277,279-281,283,286-288 and 289 (x2).The origin of Spider-Man
retold is retold in issue #275. #280 is the 1st team appearance of the Sinister
Syndicate. #289 is the 1st appearance of the fifth Hobgoblin, Jason Macendale,
formerly Jack O' Lantern. NM-/NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (12) #275-289 Key Hobg187

Lot include #1(x2),6,13,15-20,26,34,43,48 and 59. #1 is the 1st team appearance of
Micronauts and Baron Karza. #59 is the final issue. One copy of #1 appears to be
signed by artist Michael Golden, no CoA but Back to the Past does believe the
signature to be genuine. VG+ to VF range.

Micronauts Group of (16) #1-59 + Annual #2188

Figures and vehicles lot. New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.
Star Wars Micro Machines Action Fleet Lot189

4 figures from the early 1980s LJN series (Advanced Dungeons and Dragons).
Figures are in overall nice shape with light to moderate playwear. These come with
the accessories pictured.

Dungeons and Dragons 1980s LJN Figure Lot190

25 comics. Includes the set of #1-19 except for #18. Also included is Batman #491,
Shadow of the Bat #18 (Conclusion) and variant prints of some of the issues in the
story arc. You get all pictured. NM-/NM condition.

Batman Knightfall Mega Lot w/Variants191

(2) complete sets. Includes the Topps oversized photo card set of 30 and the Burger
King card set of 36. The BK card set is on 12 uncut 3 card sheets. The oversized
photo cards each come in semi rigid protective sleeves. The cards appear overall
Excellent to NM.

Star Wars ESB Topps Photo Card + BK Set192

A vintage wind-up Kangaroo with Joey tin toy produced in US Zone Germany.
Measures roughly 3.25" tall. Overall very good condition. Some paint scuffs as
pictured. There is no key. See photos for details and condition.

Vintage Wind-Up Kangaroo & Joey Tin Toy192b

New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Model Kit Lot193
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20 comics. Includes 2 copies of #72. Origin of Weapon X stories begin in issue #72.
NM-/NM condition.

Marvel Comics Presents #1-10/72(x2)/73/74/79-84194

Complete 66 card set from Donruss and #6 of the Charlton magazine. Both are from
1976.  The cards are in overall VG to Excellent condition (some individual cards may
be better or lesser grades). The cards have been individually stored in Card Saver
protective sleeves. The magazine in in FN condition.

Space 1999 Donruss Card Set + Magazine (1976)195

Years 4,5 and 6 of the limited edition Santa Claus figurines. Made by Royal Orleans
for Coca-Cola. Figurines come with certificates of authenticity and are in excellent
condition.

Coca-Cola 1986-1988 Royal Orleans Figurines196

265 is the first appearance of Silver Sable. #271 is the 1st appearance of
Manslaughter Marsdale. In #275, the origin of Spider-Man is retold. FN+ to VF
overall.

Amazing Spider-Man #265-273+275/1st Silver Sable197

3 vehicles. All are new in packages. The packages have only been opened for
inspection and have not been removed from the plastic bags or cardboard inserts.
Packages have some light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars X-Wing/AT-ST/Tie Fighter Lot198

Cards #56-66 from the 1966 Fleer Set. All are PSA graded cards. The breakdown on
the cards are (1) PSA 9 card, (2) PSA 8 cards, (7) PSA 7 cards and (1) PSA 6 card.

Three Stooges 1966 Cards #56-66 PSA Graded199

22 comics. Includes Funeral Pyre #1-3, Separation Anxiety #1-4, The Hunger #1-4,
The Madness #1-3, License to Kill, Finale #1-3, Venom Minus 1 and Venom Versus
Wolverine Tooth and Claw #1. NM-/NM condition.

Venom Mini-Series and More Comic Lot200

Lot includes the full 16 card General Mills set and (2) of the 1984 Kellogg's cards.
All cards are graded! SGC grade ranges for the cards are 8 down to 6. Please see
pictures for individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 General Mills SGC Graded Cards Set201

Short box of 1990s Image comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single
issues may grade higher or lower.

Image Comics Box Lot202

31 comics. This lot contains issues of Superman and related series in the Doomsday
to Return of Superman era. Includes early Doomsday appearances, variant printings

Superman/Doomsday/Funeral For a Friend/Reign + Mor203
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and more. You get all pictured. NM-/NM condition.

1992, Skybox. Complete 100 card set plus all 5 chase cards (PSA graded!). The PSA
graded chase cards are graded between PSA 9 and 7. The 100 base card set is overall
Excellent to NM.

Marvel Masterpieces Set w/PSA Chase Cards!204

Family House and Family A Frame playsets. These come with all of the figures and
accessories pictured. Overall good shape with some light to moderate
play/storage/age wear.

Vintage Fisher Price Little People Playsets Lot205

Lot includes
#200,202,203,206,208,209,211,212,217,219-224,226,227,229,231-239,241,257,260
,262-265,271,279,281,288,295,300 and Annuals #5-8. #219 is the 1st appearance of
Ghost. Madam Slay resurrects Erik Killmonger in Annual #5. #200 is the death of
Iron Monger, Obadiah Stane. VG+ to NM- range.

Iron Man Group of (40) #200-300/1st Ghost+Key Kill206

All 55 photo cards from the 1965 series by Topps. Each card is stored in a Card
Saver protective sleeve.  The vintage cards appear to be overall VG/EX to EX/MT
condition. Some single cards stickers may grade higher or lower.

Man From Uncle 1965 Topps Card Set207

New in sealed packages.
Star Trek Model Kit Lot208

A vintage circa 1930s lustreware Popeye ashtray with cigarette holders. Item is of
foreign production.  2.25" tall, 2.25" deep, 2.7" wide. Item has a very nice luster
coloring and is in overall nice condition but some paint has worn off. See photos for
details and condition.

Vintage 1930s Foreign Popeye Ashtray w/ Cigarette208b

Lot includes #120,167,169,171,172,179-194,196,197 and 200.  is the first part of the
Demon in a Bottle story arc. #200 is the death of Iron Monger, Obadiah Stane. VF to
NM- overall.

Iron Man Group of (24)#120-200/Demon in a Bottle209

Complete Return of the Jedi 220 card, 55 sticker set (series 1 and 2). These come in
a protective binder in 9 pocket, 3-ring binder sleeves. Cards and stickers appear
overall Excellent to NM. Some individual cards and stickers may grade higher or
lower.

Star Wars ROTJ Series 1 + 2 Card/Sticker Set!210
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13 Silver Age issues.  GD+ to VG overall.
Sgt. Fury #33/35-40/42-47210a

This lot includes all 77 cards and 12 stickers cards from the 1978 Topps series. Each
card is stored in a Card Saver protective sleeve. The vintage cards and stickers
appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards stickers may grade
higher or lower.

Superman the Movie (1978) Card/Sticker Set211

All 3 trade paperbacks with slipcase. NM-/NM condition.
Unity Saga Volumes 1-3 TPB Set w/Slipcase Valiant212

12 figures from the 1990s toy line. New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.
X-Men/Related Action Figure Lot/Toy Biz213

Lift and Load Railroad and Lift and Load Depot playsets. These come with all of the
figures and accessories pictured. Wind-up train engines work. Overall good shape
with some light to moderate play/storage/age wear.

Vintage Fisher Price Little People Playsets Lot214

13 trade paperback that reprint Ultimate Spider-Man #1-78. NM-/NM condition.
Ultimate Spider-Man Vol. 1-13 TPB Lot215

This playset comes with everything pictured. Overall nice shape with little playwear.
Magnuts Circus and Figure Playset216

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot217

Annual #13 is the first appearance of Gambit. Annual #9 is the 1st appearance of
Stormcaster, created by Loki and given to Storm. VG+ to NM- range.

X-Men Annual #5/7-16/18/1st Gambit!218

Chevrolet Astro 1 Experimental car and a Ford Mustang Organ Grinder Dragster.
New condition in packages. Packages are in nice shape with little shelf wear.

Vintage Corgi Whizzwheels Lot of (2) Ferrari219

Includes all 5 Jim Lee covers for #1. Also includes
#2-5,9-12,14-19,21,23,25-30,32,34,35,36(standard and enhanced covers),37-59. #4
is the 1st appearance of Omega Red. #53 is the 1st full appearance of Onslaught. #11
has iconic cover art by Jim Lee. VF+/NM overall.

X-Men Group of (55) #1-59/1st Omega Red220
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43 comics. Includes Magnus #1,5,7,11,13-19,21-31 and Shadowman #0,1-6 and
8-22. Magnus #1 is the first published Valiant Universe title. #7 is the 1st appearance
of X-O Armor and come with the coupon intact. #12 is the 1st appearance of Turok
in a Valiant comic book. Shadowman #1 is the 1st full appearance and origin of
Shadowman.  NM-/NM condition.

Magnus Robot Fighter/Shadowman Lot 2/Keys Valiant221

Return of the Jedi complete 180 card sticker set with album. The stickers have not
been placed in the album, but have been stored in 9 pocket protective sleeves. Album
is VF/NM. The stickers are overall Excellent to NM. Some individual stickers may be
higher or lower grade.

Star Wars ROTJ 180 Sticker Set w/Album222

Lot includes the 1992 Marvel Universe Venom Promo hologram (PSA 8), 1992
Spider-Man McFarlane Era promo (PSA 8) and the 1992 Superman/Doomsday
Memorial Tribute Spectra Foil card (PSA 7).

Marvel/DC PSA Graded Chase/Promo Card Lot223

Lot includes X-Men Alpha (x2), Omega, Prime, X-Men Chronicles #1-2, Age of
Apocalypse the Chosen, X-Universe #1-4, 7 different 4 part series (Weapon X,
Generation Next, Gambit and the Xternals, X-Calibre, Factor X, The Astonishing
X-Men and The Amazing X-Men). NM condition.

X-Men/Apocalypse Lot of (36)224

A vintage circa 1930s No. 27 Drum Major tin toy produced by Wolverine. Has been
tested and is in working condition. Approximately 13" tall. Item is in overall nice
shape but shows some signs of aging and rust. Please see photos for details.

Vintage 1930s Tin Drum Major Wolverine No. 27224b

Figures and vehicles lot. New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.
Star Wars Micro Machines Action Fleet Lot225

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. You get all pictured.
Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot226

Lot includes #325-340,351,352,355,364,365,371,375,383 and 390. #390 is the death
of Colossus. NM condition.

X-Men Group of (25) #325-390/Death of Colossus227

A full short box of DC Comics. Most are modern era. Includes #1 issues and more.
DC Comics Short Box Comic Lot228

Cards #67-99 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 4 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #67-99229
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#312 is the 1st full team appearance of The Phalanx in their true form. #305 is their
first cameo appearance. NM condition.

X-Men #300 + #302-324/1st Phalanx230

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)231

Cards #100-132 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 5 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #100-132232

#250, as well as one of the copies of #261 and 264 are newsstand editions. #250 has
cover art by John Romita Jr. featuring Hobgoblin, Roderick Kingsley. In issue #259,
Spider-man returns to his classic costume. #261 has cover art by Charles Vess
featuring the Hobgoblin, Roderick Kingsley. #262 features a photo cover. VF- to
NM range.

Amazing Spider-Man #250/259/260/261(x4)/262/264233

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot234

3 boxes of sealed wax packs. Who Framed Roger Rabbit (36 packs) and (2) boxes of
Alf series 1 (48 packs per box).

Roger Rabbit/Alf Trading Card Pack Boxes235

Lot includes #400,415,433,453,454,457, and 474. #400 has cover art by Bill
Sienkiewicz and an intro by Stephen King. #457 is the debut of Tim Drake's new
Robin costume. VF- to VF+ with some production creases front cover.

Batman Group of (7) #400-474/236

10 figures. New in sealed packages from the 1990s toy lines by Toy Biz. Package
condition as pictured.

Spider-Man/Iron Man Action Figure Toy Lot237

Lot includes
#239-241,243,246-249,252,253,258,264,268,270,272,278,279,281,282,286,289,293
-297,299 and 300. #239 is the 1st cover and 2nd appearance of Mr. Sinister. #248 is
the first published artwork on the X-Men title by Jim Lee. #268 has iconic cover art
by Jim Lee (newsstand edition). #282 is the 1st cover and cameo appearance of
Bishop, in final panel. FN+ to NM range.

X-Men Group of (29) #239-300/1st Bishop238
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Lot includes #212-216,218,219, 220(x2),244(x2) and 249. #212 is the 1st
appearance and origin of Hydro-Man. #216 is the 2nd appearance of Madame Web.
#220 is an early team-up of Moon Knight and Spider-Man (standard and newsstand
editions). #244 is the 3rd appearance of the Hobgoblin (standard and newsstand
editions). Overall VF to NM-, some grading as low as VG/VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (12) #212-249239

This lot contains mostly vintage toys including plushes, figurines, a sealed
toothbrush, ornaments and more. You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.

Winnie the Pooh Toys/Collectibles Lot240

25 copies with 5 sets of each of the cards that were inserted. All of the polybags are
still sealed. Negative Captain America UPC box variants. NM condition.

X-Force #1 (x25) with Cards/Marvel240a

A vintage circa 1930s/40s Teddigund teddy bear with moveable head, arms, and legs
which was produced by Gund. Bear measures approximately 15" x 7" x 4" on stand.
Overall, this teddy bear and stand are in nice shape but does exhibit signs of light to
moderate wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1930s/40s Gund Teddigund Teddy Bear240b

Cards #133-165 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 5 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #133-165241

30 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. Overall FN+ to VF+ range with a few grading closer to VG/VG+.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot242

This lot includes all 82 cards and 3 hologram chase cards from the 1993 Skybox
series. The cards appear to be overall EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards
stickers may grade higher or lower.

Super Mario Brothers (1993) Card Set w/Holograms!243

Cards #166-198 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 4 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #166-198244

#221 is the 1st full appearance of Mr. Sinister. #222 is a classic battle of the X-Men
versus the Marauders. #234 is the debut of Madelyne Pryor in Goblin Queen costume
with a classic Marc Silvestri cover. #239 is the 1st cover and 2nd appearance of Mr.
Sinister. VF+ to NM overall.

X-Men #221-239/1st Mr. Sinister245
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Play Family Village and Fire Station playsets. These come with all of the figures and
accessories pictured. Overall good shape with some light to moderate
play/storage/age wear.

Vintage Fisher Price Little People Playsets Lot246

(4) 12" scale figures including R2-D2, as well as (3) figure multi-packs and a Speeder
Bike with pilot set from the 1990s Star Wars toy lines. New in sealed packages.
Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Figure/Vehicle Lot247

21 comics. Lot includes Lethal Protector #1-6, Along Came a Spider #1-4, Venom
On Trial #1-3, Sinner Takes All #1-5, and the Hunted #1-3. NM condition.

Venom Mini-Series Comic Lot/Lethal Protector + Mor248

All 66 cards from the 1960 series by Topps. The vintage card appear to be overall
VG/EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards may grade higher or lower.

1960 Topps Funny Valentines Card Set #1A-66A249

A full short box of DC Comics. Most are modern era. Includes #1 issues and more.
DC Comics Short Box Comic Lot250

7 comics. Includes Spider-Man and His Amazing Friends #1 (1st Firestar in
non-continuity), ROM Spaceknight #1 (1st appearance and origin of ROM), Toxic
Avenger #1 (newsstand edition, 1st appearance and origin of the Toxic Avenger),
Sensational She-Hulk #1, Obnoxio the Clown vs. the X-Men #1, The Incredible Hulk
Vs. Venom #1 and Heroes For Hope (X-Men) #1. VF to NM overall.

Marvel #1 Collectible/1st Appearances Lot251

Cards #199-231 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to (AUTH)/4 with many higher grades. Please see
pictures for individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #199-231252

7 figures. New in sealed packages. Includes the talking Venom figure (still works!).
Package condition as pictured.

Marvel Super-Heroes Action Figure Lot/Toy Biz253

#201 has cover art featuring the Punisher and Spider-Man by John Romita Sr. #204
is the 3rd appearance of Black Cat. #212 is the 1st appearance and origin of
Hydro-Man. VF to NM overall.

Amazing Spider-Man #201-205/208/211/212254

23 x 32" posters. Rolled. Nice shape with some light to moderate wear with general
edge wear, creasing and some minor edge tears. Suitable for framing! No tack holes.

Masters of the Universe 1984 Poster Lot of (4)255
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Lot includes a 9 inch ceramic RCA "Nipper" dog bank (with stopper), a vintage
Hush Puppies plastic store display sign, teaching materials including "Our America"
stamps and booklets published by Coca-Cola, America Railroads teaching kits and
more. You get all pictured.

Vintage Advertising/Paper/Ephemera Lot256

A vintage Michelin Man on an air compressor themed cast iron coin bank, wherein
the top of the 'air compressor' can lift up for one to store coins. Item measures
roughly 8.5" x 7 1/2" x 5". Overall, the bank is in nice shape but does exhibit signs of
moderate wear. Item appears to be missing the tube coming from his mouth. See
pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Michelin Man On Air Compressor Cast Iron C256b

#1 does not come with the coupon inside. #2-6 do have the coupon. #1 is the 1st
team appearance of the Renegades. #2 is the 1st appearance of Rock, Swallow and
Sparrow. #3 is the 1st appearance of Ax. #6 is the death of Torque. NM-/NM
overall.

Harbinger #1-4/6-25 Valiant w/Keys257

Lot includes figures from the 3.75" figure line, a 12 inch Sandtrooper and 3
read-along play packs with cassettes from the original trilogy. New in sealed
packages. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Figure/Read-Along Sets258

All 66 photo cards from the 1965 series by Fleer. The vintage cards appear to be
overall VG/EX to EX/MT condition. Some single cards may grade higher or lower.

Gomer Pyle 1965 Fleer Card Set259

#221 is the 1st full appearance of Mr. Sinister. #201 is the 1st appearance of Nathan
Summers (Cable) as a baby, son of Scott Summers and Madelyne Pryor. #207 has
iconic cover art by John Romita Jr. FN to NM- range.

X-Men #200-203/207-210/214-219/221 1st Mr. Siniste260

Cards #232-264 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 5 with many higher grades. Please see pictures for
individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #232-264261

About 50 die-cast vehicles. New in sealed packages. Most are 1:64 scale and from
the 1990s. You get all pictured.

Hot Wheels/Matchbox/Johnny Lightning Lot262

Includes WWF Out-of-The-Ring Challenges #1, Lifestyles of the Brutal and Famous,
Ultimate Warrior's Workout and When I Get My Hands On… NM condition.

WWF Wrestling Comic Book Lot (1991) Valiant263
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Cards #265-297 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 5.5 with many higher grades. Please see pictures
for individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #265-297264

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot265

2 copies of each. #4 is the 1st appearance of Omega Red. #11 is an iconic cover art
by Jim Lee. NM condition.

X-Men #4(x2) + #11(x2) 1st Omega Red + Jim Lee Cov266

All 162 cards and 5 chase card holograms. The cards come in protective 9-pocket,
3-ring binder sheets and are in great shape. This includes 3 different empty wrappers.

Marvel Universe Series 1 Set w/Holograms267

Corgi James Bond Lotus Esprit and an R.W.-Modell 1927 BMW Dixi. New in
packages. Package condition as pictured.

Die-Cast Vintage Vehicle Lot/Corgi/R.W. Modell268

27 comics and 3 trade paperbacks. Lot includes Vampirella #1-4, Vengeance of
Vampirella #1-8, Vampirella/Shadowhawk Creatures of the Night (standard and
prestige), Catwoman/Vampirella, Vampirella vs. Pantha, Pantha vs. Vampirella,
Vampirella Lives #1, Sad Wings of Destiny #1, Death and Destruction #1-3 (set),
Vampirella Flip Book, 25th Anniversary Special (w/Frazetta cover), Morning in
America #2-4 and the following trades (The Dracula War, A Scarlet Thirst, and
Transcending Time and Space). #1-3 from the Vampirella series feature Adam
Hughes covers. NM condition.

Vampirella 1990s Comic/TPB Lot of (30)269

Cards #298-330 from the 1977 Topps Set. All are SGC graded cards. SGC grade
ranges for the cards are 9 down to 5.5 with many higher grades. Please see pictures
for individual conditions.

Star Wars 1977 Topps SGC Graded Cards #298-330270

Lot includes #1,3,5,6,9,10,11,12,13,17-19 and Annual #1. #1 is the 1st partial team
appearance and origin of The Eternals and The Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris,
Kro, Brother Tode and Margo Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest
contain many other first appearances and/or notable events. VF to NM.

The Eternals #1/3/5/6/7/9/10/11/12/13/15/18/19 + A270a

Stickers are complete with stickers still on card backs with blank albums. 120
stickers with album. Stickers appear overall excellent to NM. Some individual

E.T. 1982 Complete Sticker Album Set/Panini271
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stickers may be higher or lower grades. The albums are in nice shape.

3 different covers for the #1 issue. All with Todd McFarlane art. NM condition.
Spider-Man #1 (McFarlane) Green/Silver/Gold Covers272

A vintage 'I Love Lucy' porcelain doll of Vitameatavegamin Lucille Ball which was
produced by the Hamilton Collection in 1992. Doll measures roughly 17" tall for size
reference. Overall, the doll is in great visual condition but does exhibit signs of light
display wear, particularly through minor surface scratching, areas of discoloration on
her tag and dress, with residue present on the top of her right hand. The box appears
to be in good shape with abrasions, creasing, and areas of discoloration. See pictures
for further condition details.

I Love Lucy Vitameatavegamin Hamilton Collection P272b

3 vehicles from the 1990s toy lines. New in sealed packages. Package condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Tie-Fighter/Skyhopper/Land Speeder273

This lot includes a number of toy lines and collectibles dating back to the 1950s into
the early 90s. Highlights include a hard to find Snow White and the 7 Dwarves
miniature metal figurine set, a Janice West Marx doll, a Barbie with suntan lines,
weapons and accessories for vintage toy lines like Star Wars, Shogun Warriors and
more. Also included are Sports Illustrated Jr. insert cards (w/Mia Hamm rookie!),
Tonka figures, 2 Michael Jordan/Bugs Bunny Space Jam posters and more! You get
all pictured. Overall nice shape with some varied wear as pictured.

Vintage Toy/Collectibles Box Lot274

16 comics. Includes Spectacular Spider-Man #26,26 (JCPenney reprints), Fantastic
Four #351 (JCPenney reprint), Marvels #1-4, Generation X #1, New Mutants #87
(1st Cable/2nd print), Deadpool: The Circle Chase #1, Sabretooth: Death Hunt #1,
X-Men Days of Future Past (prestige format edition), X-Men Madness in
Murderworld (Paragon Software game comic), Obnoxio the Clown Vs. the X-Men
#1, The Hulk Vs. Venom #1 and Heroes For Hope (#1 (X-Men). NM-/NM
condition.

Marvel #1s/Keys/More Lot275

New in sealed packages. 1990s Kenner figures. You get all pictured. Condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot of (20)276

All 55 stickers and the famous #207 C-3PO "error" card. Stickers grade between 9
down to a couple of (AUTH)s. The error card is graded SCG 6.

Star Wars 1977 SGC Graded Sticker Set + Error Card277
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Includes #463,464,467,,470,472,482,483,500,557,585-591,594,595 and 599. #400
has cover art by Bill Sienkiewicz and an intro by Stephen King. #457 is the debut of
Tim Drake's new Robin costume. Overall VF- to NM, #463 is VG.

Action Comics Group of (19) #463-599278

15 glasses and 4 mugs with display. Lot includes vintage glasses from Star Wars,
McDonald's, the Esso gas Tiger and a set of 4 Morton Salt mugs with metal umbrella
shaped display. Overall nice shape. You get all pictured.

Vintage Advertising/Character Glassware Lot279

#184 is the first appearance of Forge. #191 is the 1st appearance of Nimrod. #193 is
the 1st appearance of Firestar in mainstream continuity. Overall FN to VF-, #191 is
VG and #193 is VF-.

X-Men #184-199/1st Nimrod/1st Firestar280

In issue #171, Rogue joins the X-Men. #166 is the 1st appearance of Lockheed.
#154 is the origin of the Summers family: Cyclops, Havok, Corsair. FN- to VF range.

X-Men #154/166/171-183/Rogue Joins281

Short box of indie/small press comics. Most are from the 1990s. Various titles and
publishers. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues may grade higher or lower.

Indie Comic Box Lot282

All 60 Topps cards. All are PSA graded. SGC grade ranges for the cards are 8 down
to 3. Please see pictures for individual conditions.

Robin Hood 1957 PSA Graded Card Set/Topps283

16 comics. Includes the comic adaptation of Raiders of the Lost Ark, Silverhawks,
Transformers, Barbie, and Air Raiders. FN- to NM- range.

Marvel 1980s/90s Cartoon/Movies/More Comic Lot284

Snow Speeder, Dash Rendar's Outrider, Ronto and Jawa and Dewback with
Sandtrooper. New in sealed packages. Package condition as pictured.

Star Wars Vehicle/Figure/Creature Lot285

Over 100 comics. Lots of #1 issues and 3 holofoil covers. Various titles. VF- to NM
overall.

Ultraverse/Malibu Mega Comic Lot286

30 Marvel Comics. Most are from the Bronze to Copper Age. Various titles. You
get all pictured. VG+ to Fan range.

Marvel Comics Copper/Bronze Comic Lot287

All 55 Topps cards. All are PSA graded. SGC grade ranges for the cards are 8 down
to 4. Please see pictures for individual conditions.

Gilligan's Island 1965 PSA Graded Card Set/Topps288
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A set of four vintage 1988 vinyl dolls which are related to "I Love Lucy "distributed
by Presents and Hamilton Gifts which includes individual stands for each doll.
Includes Ricky Ricardo, Lucy Ricardo, Ethel Mertz, and Fred Mertz. Dolls measure
roughly 14 3/4" tall (without stand) for size reference. Overall, these dolls appear to
be in good shape but does have signs of storage wear, namely, surface abrasions,
loose threads in the clothing articles, and portions of marks being present. The most
notable mark is located on the top of Fred Mertz's head. See pictures for further
condition details.

I Love Lucy Hamilton Gifts Vinyl Doll Lot of (4)288b

All the rest. Includes figures from DC Super-Heroes, Pixar cars, Michelin Man
bobbleheads and a Homer Simpson figurine. Overall NM condition.

Modern Era Toy/Collectibles Box Lot289

33 comics. Highlights include Showcase #94-96 (#94 is the 1st team appearance and
origin of the second Doom Patrol),  Wonder Woman #1 (1987), Deadman #1-4
(1986) and many more. You get all pictured. VG+ to NM- range.

DC Bronze to Copper Age Comic Lot w/Keys290

12 figures from the 1990s toy line. New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.
X-Men/FF/Related Action Figure Lot/Toy Biz291

A variety of new in box playsets/figures. You get all pictured.
Fisher Price Little People Christmas Playsets Lot292

#2 is the 1st appearance of Janice Cord, girlfriend of Tony Stark. #2 is VG, #3 is
VF-, and #7 is VF.

Iron Man #2/3/7 (1968)293

There's lots of stuff in here, so please read the whole description. Todd McFarlane
Era Spider-Man series 2 set (45 cards), Marvel Masterpieces Chase cards 2-D (x4),
3-D, and 4-D, (5) McFarlane Webs trading stickers, McFarlane Era Spider-Man
chase cards, Spider-Man 30th Anniversary P8 chase card, 5 vintage Star Wars
stickers, Savage Dragon 90 card base set, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles opened wax
pack with 5 cards/1 sticker and 23 promo/chase cards from a various Marvel/DC and
indie companies. Cards and stickers appear overall EX/NM. Some cards/stickers may
be higher or lower grades.

Non-Sports All the Rest Chase/Vintage + More294

5 deluxe figures from the 1990s Toy Biz toy lines. 10 inch scale. New in sealed
packages. Package condition as pictured.

X-Men/Iron Man/Fantastic Four 10" Figure Lot295
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3 copies. 2 newsstand editions and 1 direct edition. First battle of Wolverine vs
Deadpool. NM condition.

Wolverine #88 (x3) First Wolverine/Deadpool Battle296

Circa early 1960s. This set comes with all of the figures and accessories pictured.
Overall good condition with some varied wear as pictured.

Vintage Fisher Price Circus Playset297

Short box of Marvel comics. Various titles. Overall VF to NM. Some single issues
may grade higher or lower.

Marvel Comics Short Box Lot298

1st appearance of the Prowler, Hobie Brown. VG condition with tape pull on the
lower righthand side of the cover.

Amazing Spider-Man #78/1st Prowler299

All 66 Topps cards. All are PSA graded. SGC grade ranges for the cards are 9 down
to 4. Please see pictures for individual conditions.

Addams Family 1964 PSA Graded Card Set/Topps300

9 comics. 3 copies of 1, 3, and 4. First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team
appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. NM-/NM overall.

Black Panther #1 (x3)/#3 (x3)/#4 (x3) 1977300a

Die-cast playsets, vehicles and figures. New in sealed packages. Package condition as
pictured.

Star Wars Micro Machines Vehicles/Playsets301
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